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About This Game

ATV Simulator VR is the ultimate ATV driving experience for HTC Vive and Oculus Rift. Operate your own ATV with simple
controls in a free-range forest map with jumps, turns and exploration opportunities. Have a casual drive, go for jump after

jump, or enjoy the pleasant scenery.
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Couldn't understand\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665when I played. 5\/7.. You can have all the "generic shmup",
"pretty visuals, shallow gameplay", "imprecise controls" that you want, for my money (and I DID pay full price, gladly) this is a
great little game...there may not be a whole lot of depth in the story but I couldn't care less about that, at least there IS a bit of
story in it, rather than just shooting up some sh!t.

I love the visuals, because I love the fact that you can SEE the time and effort, and care, that went into making everything. The
audio is great as it doesn't distract from the game itself, the music doesn't drown out the sound effects, nor does the reverse
happen, it's a great balance.

As for the controls being imprecise, grab a deck of cards guys, deal. Play it enough and you'll learn to cope, I have and I've only
played maybe 45 minutes at this point. That's not to say I'm very good at it, I've never been particularly good at shmups but I
like them well enough I guess, and this one I particularly enjoy.

Give it a decent chance and you'll most likely enjoy it as well!. This has been a really fun hour spent playing this game. I really
had thought I should be preparing myself for some jumpscares since in the beginning it warned about horror themes but I'm so
glad all of it turned out to be cutesy with very light scary themes. The characters, the design and the story were charming and
given that it's free - give it a try, why the hell not?. This game is not playable on my MAC (OS X 10.10.5) right now. It's get
stuck after loading the game menu\u2013 :(

But I've received as a 'free' DLC the game sountrack (thanks a Steam error ^^)!

Still listening some tunes. The main soundtrack theme is adorable and got stuck in my mind! :). 
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=ZTB7z4SP7wE. So i played this for 10 minutes and my conclussion is clear. Is this a
typical game for a free mini game website. Does this fit on steam? uuhm i would say no.
Lets tell where its all about; its a puzzle on time when you need to build the castle, on the way they already showed. It's on time
but also so much going on, like people who are attacking your castle and rain what blocks u to build. You need to focus on so
many things!
I dont have the feeling that i spent my money well. I payed to much if u ask me. I prefer this game on a free website and not on
steam, not even an achievment. But you can earn prices and more levels so yeah... nice try but no..

UPDATE 7 januari 2015 23:05:
For now it's too simple for a steam game, i hope they update in the future with more features so its more a complicated game
with more possibilities so it's more worth it!
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This game was a notorious benchmark when it first came out. While the graphics are still great, I think it took the attention away
from how excellent of an FPS this is.

Play this game on the hardest difficulty, as it should be played, and you'll find a game that's extremely different from today's
shooters. You'll have to be constantly juggling your abilities every few seconds, you'll need to always stay on the move, and
you'll need to be developing strategies on the fly.. Just finished this game after 26 hours, have to say it was as close to perfect as
I can imagine in this format.

Story that was just detailed enough that I stuck with reading nearly everything thrown at me, combat interesting and infrequent
enough that I never felt I was grinding, cheesing it or ultra powerful (save maybe one or two battles at the end), graphics just
good enough that they hold up in this format of isometric, and most critically length and replay value just right - I can actually
see myself replaying this with a totally different character\/party\/choices in the future without dreading the time sink. Well
done, Obsidian.

My only gripe is the inventory - I wish there was a easy way to show if there is any similar (e.g. light helmet) piece of equipment
that is worth more than the current item equipped. Instead I need to mouse over every item in my inventory, for every character,
comparing what is green and red. Lot\u2019s of conceptually easy improvements.. Super fun party game! Played for hours with
a few friends and it really hit that "Joust" funny bone!. 2017-12-29 made by Veo.
And I who think that Mutant's Mudds Deluxe was a difficult game... I did not know there was one version of this game that was
even harder...
So here, I have played many difficult games. Specifically, similar to games like these. But I must say that I never have died so
many times on the first track in the first world.
Mutants Mudds Super Challenge stands for its name to be difficult. In the game, you control your character from track to path
with three lives to collect all the crystals, and take you to the goal. simple? Not really...

There are many different obstacles as different types of enemies, spikes, lava, and falling holes you come into when you missed
a pixel based jump. With spikes and lava - they kill you right away if you touch them.
As an object, you have full control over yourself, with your sliding jet pack and gun. Plus one of the 3 power ups you can take
to the track. Oh yeah, Some levels has a timer on some of them. if the timer runs out, you lose.

 It's a hard game. But it's a good game as well.

Graphics and animation. - 9\/10. It is pixel graphics. Like the last game. These courses now look better, and the animations on
the new enemies look good. The new graphics courses look as good as the first game.

The music and sound effects. - 7\/10. As the previous game had. Same sound effect. With some new ones. The music is good
even the newer ones, you must collect as an item to unlock it.

Gameplay. - 7\/10. Exactly the same. Now with bosses to fight. As well, I now see that they have put into the mirror world in the
ordinary level select screen. - Mirror = Ghost level - Cannot kill any enemys.

Story. - 3\/10. Better story than first, but must play the first one to understand better.

Difficulty. - 10\/10. Like darksouls. If you want that devil achievement - <100. . .

6\/10. Very hard. Just buy this if you finished the first game 100% and wanted a more difficult game in the same game with
new courses.. Not that fun... Could be more fun. As soon as I tried to attach myself to an asteroid, the camera froze and I could
not
move the camera. Not recommended.
Fairly good graphics, though.
Oh - And the controls are (fairly) horrible.
It feels like this game was quickly put together just to make a quick buck.
1.1\/10. This game has potential but it's too under developed at the moment, even when you consider the price.
There are many minor areas that need improvement that are evident withing the first 2 minutes of play.
Your craft has a wide wingspan that makes you an easy target.
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Your craft is slow to maneuver making the game feel sluggish and makes you an even easier target.
There are minimal pickups for a game of this type.
Weapon pickups are bland with no powerup features.
The music gets repetitive, FAST.
You are limited to only 3 lives.
No compound enemies, only unitary large enemies.
AI movements are lifeless.. This DLC may as well be a "pay to unlock x character".
Incredibly short. No challenge. Unlocks new characer.. I like this game for the old school feel to it. And i`m a daul booter I
really like games on Linux vs. Window (A.K.A. winTrash). Markbckr, you need to go to the Rise of Flight website and log in or
creat a profile and copy the activation key to your account to unlock the expansion.. This was hard and made me feel dumb
followed by genius every level until I finished it.
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